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A review from both a user experience and visual 
design perspective on specific elements within 
the product.

HEURISTIC 
ANALYSIS &

INTRODUCTION
ustwo™ completed an expert 
review on the current web 
experience for Intralinks. 
Through this exercise, we 
should have consequently 
identified opportunities to help 
improve the overall usability 
and aesthetics of the current 
experience. 
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HOLISTIC 
VIEW

References and points of inspiration to be
drawn on when considering the Intralinks 
experience and user behaviors.

BEST IN 
CLASS

Observations and suggestions that are not 
specific to any screen in particular but provide
opportunities to improve on the current offering. 
aesthetics of the current application. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
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HEURISTIC ANALYSIS
When redesigning a new product, it is important 
to understand where our focus should be used. 
We conducted a UX/UI Heuristic Analysis to 
investigate the shortcomings within the design 
of the existing experience. 
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UX ANALYSIS
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UI ANALYSIS
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Relationships among the different elements 
on this section are unclear. System relies 
heavily on users adapting to the model.

WORK STREAMS

Similar terms: Work Stream & Work 
Board sound similar and their 
relationship is not intuitive enough.
Contextual actions: rely on unlabeled 
iconography & hovering behaviors that 
might add unnecessary complexity.
Relationships: flagging a Work Stream 
feels a task with no consequences.
Relationships: Your Home Board 
category might be interpreted as doing 
the same as Active, which is presented 
as a dashboard/homepage.
Consistent Interactions: Moving Work 
Streams can be done in 2 very different 
ways: via a checkbox and a more friendly 
drag & drop pattern. This last one relies 
on discoverability.
Flow Optimization: Allow users to invite 
people while creating the Work Stream.
Task Optimization: Revoking 
permissions is an all inclusive/exclusive 
task. 
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The product needs to align with new guidelines 
and implement consistency of voice and 
design.
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WORK STREAMS

The navigation icons are working too hard 
on actions that the rollover states clearly 
articulate. 
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Buttons and main actions aren’t displayed 
similarly across tasks and hierarchy can be 
confusing (what comes first the work stream 
or the work board?)

3

Language and descriptions UI elements 
require an extra level of clarity like a 
description to enhance functionality.

4

UI elements needs standardized treatment 
that aligns with the new look and feel.
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Text and typography needs consistency 
and more legibility. Type size should be 
easier to read and feel friendly than some 
of the current treatment.
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This section with its counter turns to be 
highly addictive. However, its premium 
position within the navigation hierarchy 
doesn’t feel appropriate.
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NOTIFICATIONS

Notifications option: Main navigation 
elements act as mutually exclusive paths 
and takes users to content that do not 
co-exist within the same view. However 
here, this icon contains supportive 
actions that apply to the entire system.

Unexpected behavior: Clicking closes 
the tooltip and displays the same 
content but listed on a page.

Conflicting interaction: users can 
display both views of the same content.

Order for listed elements: Notifications 
are organized top to bottom from most 
recent to oldest while comments in Work 
Streams are organized top to bottom 
from oldest to newest.
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This copy-heavy section, should facilitate 
orientation with faster readability than a 
task-focused action.
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NOTIFICATIONS

3

Labeling interactions Clicking on a link 
should work similarly across the board.

1

2

Layout and Separation A layout that allows 
for faster readability and creates important 
separations or groupings.

2

Typographic Hierarchy Notifications should 
help the user find information with a quick 
glance. Simple changes to the font size and 
weight, as well as different line breaks 
should help.
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Drive embodies the core functionality of 
Intralinks but its value and potential is not 
embraced within the VIA ecosystem. 
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DRIVE

First, users are introduced to Work 
Streams. 
An on-boarding tooltip starts referring to 
the Drive but doesn’t invite users to take 
action and download the drive right there. 
Only when clicking the Drive icon brings 
excitement around this section. However, 
this piece has the potential to become 
the first touchpoint for VIA.
Meeting users expectations: Files 
uploaded from Drive can only be moved 
to a new Work Stream but not to an 
existing one.
Target area for dropping a file could be 
bigger to ease the task.
Visual Affordance: Success uploading a 
file is not obvious. Affordance could be 
reinforced with color. Adding a ‘DONE’ 
CTA might help to convey task 
completion.
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Currently an element of the VIA functionality 
that feels connected, yet separate.

DRIVE

21

1

Action Patterns Some of the main actions 
here, are used across the product but look 
and feel different in this section.

2

Branding The core tool should be the 
differentiator in a market full of drives. 

3

4

Language VIA Drive vs. via drive = drive. 
What do we want to relate to the user about 
this section?

10
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Empty Sets These illustrations provide 
great support during on-boarding and for 
engagement. Iconography should be 
consistent to keep the learning curve 
going.

4
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HOLISTIC VIEW
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• To analyze the system as a whole we focused 
our efforts on understanding Intralinks VIA’s 
mental model and how users navigate and get 
oriented while performing tasks.
• We’ve also analyzed how the hierarchy of 
elements impact the experience.
• Finally, we’ve evaluated how well this is 
communicated via iconography, the system’s 
language and its interactions through the 
system’s patterns.

• A simple Severity Level scale helped us to 
understand how these subjects affect the 
perception of the VIA’s mental model.

LOW MEDIUM HIGH SEVERE
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VIA’s mental model is not intuitive enough:
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MENTAL MODEL

Relationship between Work Streams and 
Drive is not intuitive. 
Relationship between internal VIA Drive 
within the browser window and external VIA 
Drive Desktop Client is confusing: Files 
uploaded on Work Streams by other 
members of the team do not appear on VIA 
Drive Desktop folder. Only files uploaded by 
the user are synched.
Currently, the VIA Drive Desktop seems to be 
only a shortcut to upload files. Compared to 
other products this might feel limiting to 
users.
VIA’s ecosystem is not obvious: The 
hierarchy & interactions between Work 
Streams, Files, Folders and Work Boards and 
View modes is unclear.
Free-trial mode doesn’t help to understand 
VIA’s model as some options are not 
available, requiring to sign up twice.
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SEVERE

SEVERE
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Current Intralinks VIA mental model as 
understood through this audit.

The relationship between Intralinks and VIA 
is not clearly communicated.

Interaction between the Drive and Work 
Streams doesn’t feel integrated as part of 
the same workflow.

Work Streams seem to be the unit around 
which workflows evolve but this is not 
clearly transferred within the current model.

Elements move to different areas within the 
same ecosystem but this has the risk of 
becoming more disorienting if not clearly 
labeled and communicated.
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MENTAL MODEL

External
 Secure Uploads

Integration

Internal
 The Environment
 File Management
 Tracking Workflows

Files

Folders

Work Streams

Work Boards

?
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The system does a good job communicating 
users where they are but orientation should 
be reinforced on certain areas 
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ORIENTATION/
NAVIGATION

Back navigation: Using two separated 
breadcrumbs on the same page lead to 
confusion.
Contextual actions are grouped or 
dispersed in a non-intuitive manner.
Clicking support takes users to a new 
window that feels very different from VIA. 
This might be disorienting. 
Orientation relies heavily on unlabeled 
iconography. The system assumes users will 
understand the meaning of each icon 
immediately.
The system relies heavily on tooltips to 
convey meaning. Information that is crucial 
to orientation should be permanently 
displayed on the UI.
Order of navigation items set up 
expectations on users.
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Figuring out importance and opportunity 
on the page.
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HIERARCHY

Setting up a visual journey For users to a 
new product a starting point and relevant 
CTA are important

Importance meets nice to have’s Do not 
overcomplicate actions and remove 
unnecessary elements from the page. 

Think relationships  Grouping objects on 
the page based on actions help 
classification and recognition. 

Engagement by proximity  Some primary 
actions just relate to other elements on the 
page visually.
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The voice of the product can be seen and 
heard.
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LANGUAGE 
AND TYPOGRAPHY

Engage with words Be direct and transparent 
but do not overestimate their intention to use 
a new service.

Copy that relates and differentiates 
actions and tasks is more compelling 
visually and contextually.

Avoid complexity Having similar actions on 
the page that mean the same thing but have 
different outcomes should be avoided.

Your voice, our words Speak tech but don’t 
become it.

Relevant feedback Keeping the user 
informed will help them make better decisions 
with the tool. 

Parallel grammar: Content changes slightly 
from card view to list view.

WORKSTREAM VS. WORKBOARD?
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VIA has a need to create a visual language 
that speaks to the user and can translate 
across main actions, languages, etc.
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ICONOGRAPHY

Consistency: The icon library should have a 
consistent design (weight, line size, stroke) 
and feel part of the same family.
Patterns: VIA is a unique product, but there 
are icon patterns that should be leveraged to 
facilitate readability and familiarity with the 
experience.

Simplicity: Stepping back to translating these 
complicated actions and features into simple 
and universal visuals.
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Patterns seem to be implemented without 
keeping a holistic approach to the system. 
That causes conflicting interactions and a lack 
of efficiency using the screen space available.
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UX PATTERNS

Scalability of content is ignored: Collapsible 
patterns allow to display many items at the 
same time, displaying lengthy lists with 
contextual actions that convolute the UI

Some Interactions don’t adhere to current 
web standards. i.e. Moving an object requires 
unnecessary effort.

Actionability: Delays in file synching lets 
users wonder. Keep users informed with latest 
updates or allow refreshing views within VIA’s 
UI
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UX PATTERNS (2)
Consistency of basic interactions:

• Closing a window is not always done the 
same way.

•  Target areas need clear definition.

• Inline actions vs. actions performed on 
modals.

• Communications appear in different places.

• Contextual interactions that contain other 
contextual interactions.
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HIGH LEVEL
RECOMMENDATIONS
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WORKSTREAMS NOTIFICATIONS
• Speak the user’s language.
• Implement interactions familiar 
to users applying real-world 
conventions.
• Navigation can consist of 
branded iconography next to a text 
description. 
•Set up a clear hierarchical path to 
understand relationships on the 
page.

• Make the notifications icon a 
supportive UI element.
• Move it away from main options
• Re-visit pattern to display 
notifications.

DRIVE
•Make this section the 
welcoming piece to introduce 
VIA’s mental model: Upload files 
with Drive, manage them via Work 
Streams.
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UX PATTERNS
• Introduce current standards 
for web interactions that will 
enhance the experience, keep 
tasks focused and lightweight:
Progressive disclosure, Drag & 
Drop...

NAVIGATION 
ORIENTATION
• Create logical groupings for 
actions within a workflow.
• Add labels on icons to set up 
user’s expectations.
• Use tooltips only when actions 
require contextual help

MENTAL MODEL
• Reinforce & communicate the 
potential of Intralinks and VIA 
working together.
• Simplify workflow and 
interactions between the different 
areas within Work Streams.

ICONOGRAPHY LANGUAGE
• Create a new visual language 
that aligns with the new brand 
guidelines in design and voice.
• Evoke clear and simple actions 
the users can relate based on 
past behaviors.

• Engage with words.
• Avoid complexity.
• Provide relevant feedback when 
it matters.

HIERARCHY
• Think of the elements on the 
page on a scale of 1!10 based on 
importance from the average 
visitor.
•Create relationships for main 
actions, to create familiarity with 
the product and new behaviors.
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BEST IN CLASS
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This product follows a good mental and UI 
model : branded, scalable and user-centered.
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DROPBOX

• A clear navigation structure is in place: 
sections on the left, main actions that relate to 
the main content area on top and additional 
features (such as alerts) sit above with Profile.

•Contextual help provide clear and concise 
information.

• When choosing a file or folder, a dynamic 
menu appears with the available functionality 
for that specific selection.

• Iconography shows standard actions and 
adheres to the guidelines of the brand to 
create a unique visual language. This 
consistency in design and language creates a 
connection to the product that will be 
associated to the experience. 
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This product follows a good mental and UI 
model : branded, scalable and user-centered.

DROPBOX

• Empty sets and call-to-actions provide clear 
starting points, hinting on next steps.

• Once the user clicks on an action, an overlay 
simplifies steps and walks them through 
progressively.

• This kind of structured step system helps the 
user understand the product’s hierarchy.
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YOUSENDIT
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